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Some Special 2018 Shiraz 

 enjoyed a very pleasant hour or two working my way through the 

2018 Tyrrell’s premium shiraz release. Vintage 2018 in the Hunter 

Valley was near-to-perfect for red wines. Although much of eastern 

Australia is still praying for rain, the dryness and heat were blessings for 

the Hunter vignerons in January-February 2018. The dramatic 

temperature spikes of 2017 didn’t re-eventuate, and the grapes reached 

the winery in perfect condition. 

Some of these wines were immediately snapped up by Tyrrell’s mailing 

list clients, but it would be worth contacting the winery on 1800 045 501 

to see what’s available. 

 

 

 

2018 Tyrrell’s Mother’s Vineyard Shiraz  The dark berry and plum 

aromas are youthful and appealing, but the palate needs just a little more 

weight. Good short term drinking. ($30.00)  ★★★☆ 

2018 Tyrrell’s Stevens Vineyard Shiraz  A perfumed dark berry style 

with fine, firm tannins. There’s more substance to the palate than what is 

offered by the Mother’s. Cellar 5-10 years. ($32.00)  ★★★★ 

2018 Tyrrell’s Old Hut Vineyard Shiraz  The impressive red fruits 

nose leads into a nicely structured palate with very fine tannins. A long-

flavoured, stylish shiraz with potential. ($32.00)  ★★★★☆ 

2018 Tyrrell’s Old Hillside Vineyard Shiraz  The Old Hillside 

(formerly Stevens) vineyard on Marrowbone Road, roughly between 

Drayton’s and McWilliam’s has attained legendary status in the Hunter 

Valley. It’s impossible not to be won over by the gloriously perfumed 

nose which hints at blackberry. There’s just a caress of classy oak, and 

the palate is long and fine. Great cellaring potential. A bargain. ($45.00)       

★★★★★ 

2018 Tyrrell’s NVC Vineyard Shiraz  There’s a whiff of quality oak 

which adds to the pronounced blackberry nose. This is an opulent shiraz 

with a fine, silky palate. ($45.00)  ★★★★☆ 
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2018 Tyrrell’s 4 Acres Shiraz  The 4 Acres vineyard was planted in 

1879 and lies to the right-hand side of the entrance driveway to Tyrrell’s. 

It is almost certainly the source of the amazing 1954 McWilliam’s 

Richard Hermitage made by Maurice O’Shea. The 1954 Richard now has 

a challenger. The 2018 4 Acres is, quite simply, one of the best young 

reds I’ve ever tasted, and I believe it will achieve greatness over the 

decades. At the moment, it’s perfumed and spicy, with a hint of Rhône-

like pepperiness. The palate is supremely fine and long. Unfortunately I 

can’t give it more than five stars. ($90.00)  ★★★★★ 

2018 Tyrrell’s 8 Acres Shiraz  The 8 Acres vineyard was planted in 

1892 and is located just below the 4 Acres site. There’s also a hint of 

spice to the nose of this wine, but overall it’s slightly richer than the 4 

Acres without quite the fineness or the silkiness. Nevertheless, this is a 

high quality shiraz with a long cellaring life ahead of it. ($90.00)             

★★★★☆ 

2018 Tyrrell’s Johnno’s Shiraz  Coming from vines grown on sandy 

soil, as opposed to the richer earths of the other key vineyards, the 

Johnno’s is a wine of a different nature. Dark berries and oak are evident 

on the nose, and the palate features obvious, but not harsh, tannins that 

are carried well by the substantial fruit. Definitely needs time. ($90.00)   

★★★★ 

2018 Tyrrell’s Old Patch Shiraz  This wine is made from a patch of 

1867 vines in the middle of the Old Hillside Vineyard. To put it mildly, 

this is a wine of substance. From the bright purple colour to the dense 

but fresh dark berry aromas and flavours, this is certainly a classic in 

waiting – and we’ll have to wait quite a while to see it at its best. ($90.00)  

★★★★★ 

2018 Tyrrell’s Vat 9 Shiraz  Once the jewel among Tyrrell’s reds, 

sourced partly from some of the sites that are now bottled separately, 

Vat 9 now has plenty of competition. It stands up well, showing ripe 

dark berry aromas backed up by an intense, firm palate. It’s a little closed 

now, and needs about a decade in bottle. ($67.00)  ★★★★ 

2018 Tyrrell’s Vat 8 Shiraz Cabenet (90% shiraz) Looks quite oaky in 

this line-up. The powerful dark fruits flavour meets the firm tannins half-

way. It needs a few years to soften. ($50.00)  ★★★☆ 

 

Is this the best-ever red vintage release from Tyrrell’s. Most certainly yes. 

The ★★★★★  wines are in the elite category of Australian red wines, 

and that makes them all incredible bargains. However, every one of the 

2018 reds is worth consideration. 

Lester Jesberg 
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CLONAKILLA 

We had a preview of Clonakilla’s two key reds, the 2018 Shiraz Viognier 

and the 2018 O’Riada Shiraz. Given that they were recently bottled, we’ll 

proceed with caution. 

 

2018 Clonakilla Shiraz Viognier  Very much shiraz in the sweet spot, 

albeit without the ethereal fragrance of some vintages at this point. 

There’s a touch of stems, but the powerful nose absorbs the whole 

bunch and oak inputs with ease. This is a substantial, comparatively 

dense Clonakilla SV that will undoubtedly uncoil and reveal its inner self 

over time. We look forward to revisiting.  ★★★★☆ 

2018 Clonakilla O’Riada Shiraz  Those familiar with red wines of the 

northern Rhône will have undoubtedly encountered a smoked meats 

reductive character now and again. This wine, freshly bottled, is showing 

something similar. It also offers strong blackberry and spice varietal 

character. We’ll err on the side of caution at the moment.  ★★★★ 

 

________________________________________________________ 

RATING SCALE 

★★★★★ Outstanding  97-100 pts Gold medal 

★★★★☆ Highly Recommended   93-96     Gold/silver 

★★★★    Recommended   90-92  Silver  

★★★☆    Recommended  87-89  Bronze 

★★★      Agreeable  85-87  Bronze 

★★☆      Agreeable  82-84 

★★        Acceptable  80-82 

★☆        Acceptable  77-79 

★          Barely Acceptable 74-76 

☆          Unacceptable  71-73 

No stars       Undrinkable  <71 

________________________________________________________ 
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